Lake Sherwood Island Use Permit Form
To Lake Sherwood Island Goers:
The Association implemented a policy for LSA residents wishing to utilize the islands for late night use.
This policy asks all residents who wish to use any of the islands between the hours of 11 PM and 8 AM to
acquire a permit prior to doing so. The ability to reserve an island will allow families or other groups sole
usage during the specified time. To complete this permit, phone - Gloria Hughes at 248-685-0631
This application is a requirement for any persons occupying any of the islands after 11:00 PM and before
8:00 AM. This applies for weekday and weekend activity. This application is good for one use only.
Should a person wish to use the island again, another application must be completed. Failure to obtain a
permit will result in a $100.00 fee. If this fee is unpaid within 30 days, the applicant's residence would be
tagged with a lien as done with unpaid association dues.
Permit Application for After Hours/Camping for Lake Sherwood Islands:
There are three islands on the main lake that offer dockage for persons to picnic, socialize or camp. There is
a South (Remo U-turn Island), Mid (Skiers Island) and North (Higgins Island).
The person signing this permit has to be a LSA resident (18 years or older) and is required to give a $50.00
deposit. A permit is issued and applicant must possess a driver's license and the permit at all times on the
island.
No loud or disturbing late (early morning) noise, no destruction of Lake Sherwood property, no littering, no
underage drinking and contained campfires only (large enough to burn only logs and twigs). No vagrancy is
permitted on the island; therefore, no sleeping on picnic tables or without camping equipment. An adult
Lake Sherwood resident must be present on the island during the requested hours on the application. The
applicant must also bring his/her own receptacle to haul trash off the island.
The following morning, the $50.00 deposit will be refunded as long as the above requirements have been
met.
I, ______________________________________________, have agreed to the above requirements of
visiting the (check one)
Remo’s U-Turn Island____________ Ski Island_____________ Higgins Island___________.
As the permit holder, I agree to be responsible for the activity on the island
on_________________________________during the approximate hours of________________________.
Date____________________________

Witness_________________________________________

Applicant Information:
Address___________________________________________________________
Phone____________________________________________________________
Driver's License_________________________________________
(Print two (2) copies - 1 for applicant and 1 for Lake Sherwood Committee Member)

This form can also be printed off the LSA web: www.lake-sherwood.org

